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Green Party urges a halt to offshore drilling,
cites continuing threat to Gulf states and global climate
• Green Party Speakers Bureau: Greens available to speak on energy, ecological sustainability, and climate
change: http://www.gp.org/speakers/subjects.php
• Green Shadow Cabinet: http://greenshadowcabinet.us
WASHINGTON, DC -- Green Party leaders said today that efforts to clean up the Gulf region after the 2010
Deepwater Horizon oil spill have not restored the ecosystem or removed the threat to public health.
Furthermore, plans for more offshore drilling, such as Exxon Mobil's development of the Julia oil field in the
Gulf of Mexico (http://www.nasdaq.com/article/exxon-to-develop-julia-oil-field-in-gulf-of-mexico-for-over-4bln-20130507-01690#ixzz2UCIWXAIC), pose a continuing and growing danger to the region and are
undermining promised efforts to lower greenhouse gas emissions.
"One of the biggest sources of toxicity has been Corexit, a product designed to disperse oil that was deployed
by BP in huge quantities to contain the 2010 Gulf disaster. Corexit increases oil toxicity by 52 times. It's
carcinogenic, disrupts endocrine production, and causes liver and kidney failure, among many other shortand long-term effects. It's extremely dangerous to human as well as coastal and marine life, but the EPA has
taken inadequate action to stop its use," said Anita Stewart, co-chair of the Green Party of Florida and online
journalist (blog: http://hoodooed.blogspot.com).
"The economics of the Gulf Region has been decimated, with fishers out of work, businesses closed, people
sick, homes and healthcare lost. Shrimp and oyster populations are collapsing," added Ms. Stewart.
BP has allegedly continued to use Corexit as late as August 2012 near shore and inland waters from Florida
to Louisiana (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/riki-ott/an-open-letter-to-us-epa_b_697376.html). For more
information on continuing health problems ("BP Syndrome" and "Gulf Coast Syndrome") caused by the oil
spill and use of Corexit, see an April 29, 2013 report from the Government Accountability Project
(http://www.whistleblower.org/program-areas/public-health/corexit).
Greens expressed dismay over the Obama Administration's lip service about fighting climate change while
promoting an expansion of domestic fossil-fuel production. The Green Party has strongly opposed
hydrofracking, mountaintop detonation mining, and construction of the tarsands pipelines, as well as offshore
drilling.
State Green Parties have opposed proposals to expand drilling into Atlantic coastal waters. Although the
Department of Interior's Bureau of Ocean Energy Management does not include the Atlantic for offshore
drilling or exploration, Gov. Pat McCrory of North Carolina recently announced such a plan
(http://www.starnewsonline.com/article/20130509/ARTICLES/130509638).
"Offshore drilling should be halted now. We must replace petroleum with clean renewable sources of energy.
The legacy of offshore drilling in the Gulf includes destruction of beaches, contaminated marine life, and loss
of jobs and livelihoods from Florida to Louisiana. Developing new energy technologies and conversion to
their use can create millions of new jobs in these states," said Jan Hillegas, chair of the Green Party of
Mississippi.
The "Green New Deal" promoted by 2012 Green presidential nominee Jill Stein sets forth a plan to
jumpstart the economy and curb the advance of global climate disruption by generating millions of jobs in
alternative energy and conservation (http://www.jillstein.org/summary_green_new_deal).

"We oppose further oil and gas drilling or exploration on our nation's outer continental shelf, on our public
lands, in the Rocky Mountains, and under the Great Lakes.... Green Solutions: Strengthen right-to-know
laws so that everyone can discover what toxic or potentially toxic chemicals are used and released in their
communities.... Protect 40% of the world's oceans as marine preserves, especially near shore coastal habitats.
Determine protected zones through a democratic process involving all stakeholders. Ban offshore oil drilling.
Ban the siting of liquefied natural gas facilities off the U.S. coast." (Green Party Platform,
http://www.gp.org/index.php/green-party-platform-table-of-contents/17-platform/40-iii-ecologicalsustainability.html)
See also:
"More on the Oil Gush"
By Anita Stewart, OpEdNews.com, May 3, 2010
http://www.opednews.com/articles/More-on-the-Oil-Gush--by-Anita-Stewart-100502-286.html
Green Shadow Cabinet:
"Cabinet members to take on Obama over climate inaction"
Ecology Branch, May 13, 2013
http://greenshadowcabinet.us/news/cabinet-members-take-obama-over-climate-inaction
"The rule of law in times of ecological collapse"
Kevin Zeese, Attorney General, April 22, 2013
http://greenshadowcabinet.us/statements/zeese-rule-law-times-ecological-collapse
"The Effects Of Our Toxic Environmental Bio-Terrain On Life"
By Trisha Springstead, RN, MS; David Curtis, MS; and Susan Hageman, Rense.com, February 9, 2011
http://rense.com/general92/eff.htm

Gulf Restoration Network
http://healthygulf.org
"BP False Advertising for Economic Benefit Vs. BP Reality Check of the Gulf Coast"
http://www.scribd.com/doc/93950741/BP-FALSE-ADVERTISING-FOR-ECONOMIC-BENEFIT-VS-BPREALITY-CHECK-OF-THE-GULF-COAST
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